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Welcome to Hangzhou CIS!
What does it mean to be intelligent? What does it mean to be a learner? Can one
become better at learning? Can one increase the scope of one’s intelligence? The
good news is that the answer to these questions is ‘Yes’: and that is the point of the
Hangzhou CIS programme.
What is it to be smart? To be quick on the uptake; to be insightful, to think of things
first, to see connections, to ‘get it’; to ‘know what to do when you don’t know what to
do’? These are ways of being a learner and the vision of this programme is to take a
journey through which young people become more resilient, more open-minded,
better able to adapt to change and yet more secure in their sense of themselves.
We are hard-wired to be learners; in teenagers these habits of mind are forming up.
We can shut them down or stifle them at this point or we can create a context in
which we help to accelerate the process. Placed in settings and presented with tasks
that take them a step beyond the known, just outside the comfortable, every innate
quality as a learner flexes and grows.
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CIS Mission
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CIS MISSION

漢基國際學校辦校宗旨
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Hangzhou CIS
Principles of Residential and Academic Life
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PRINCIPLES OF RESIDENTIAL AND
ACADEMIC LIFE
Hangzhou Chinese International School aims to provide an all-round education of the
highest standard with the well-being of all students at its school.

Living in a multicultural and dual-language environment, embedded in the campus of
a larger partner school, we aim to foster qualities of mutual respect, tolerance,
empathy, celebration of difference and humility.

The Student Life and Well-Being House system provides an environment in which
students learn to consider the rights and needs of others and every member of staff is
connected to and is expected to take responsibility for the educational, social and
moral well-being of students in the context of the wider learning community.

The Residential dimension of the programme is an integral element of the educational
experience and key in celebrating the dual-language mission of the Chinese
International School by seeking wherever possible to ensure that the everyday use of
Mandarin Chinese in business and conversation is a routine, living reality.
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Student Governance
Hangzhou CIS seeks to develop students' ability to lead and to exercise their duties
as responsible citizens in a participatory democracy and to this end, operates a
student governance structure that creates an opportunity for every student to take a
meaningful role in the management of the school.
Every month, all students and faculty gather for a 'General Assembly' that constitutes
the main reporting body of school life. There are committees on different aspects of
school life that report to this assembly, make proposals for the assembly to consider
and form the main focus for student representation and involvement in management
of the school. At present, there are committees on Academic Life; Arts and Social
Life; Athletics; Community Service; Dining; Library and Assemblies, Residential Life
and Yearbook. The committees are made up of representatives from each House/
Dorm.
Each committee is expected to meet at least once between each general assembly to
consider matters that may have been raised in house meetings. The committee
members should be proactive in soliciting opinions and ideas about their area of
responsibility. Committees should prepare to report to the assembly on their work
and this process of reporting will be the main focus of each general assembly.
Committees can make proposals to the general assembly. These are intended to be
positive suggestions and initiatives to improve the work of the school in achieving the
overall goals for the year as identified by the students themselves in the orientation
activities at the start of the year. These proposals take the form of a simple statement that
can be debated in conventional style and then enacted, subject to a vote. Proposals that
have been approved by the assembly should be taken as binding on all members of the
Hangzhou CIS community until or if a future assembly makes a change.
The range of issues that may be addressed by the assembly is wide but not infinite.
Matters of curriculum management, schedule and the work of individual teachers are
part of the wider school management process that includes the CIS leadership in
Hong Kong and as such falls outside the jurisdiction of Hangzhou CIS alone.
Similarly, the over-riding duty of care of the Hangzhou CIS faculty must, in any matter
that might be judged by them to compromise student safety or well-being, take
precedence. However, it is the explicit intention and desire to extend authority to the
general assembly as far and as widely as is possible within these constraints.
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Student Life and Well-being
Positive Education is an ongoing discourse which CIS has embraced to inform learning,
interpersonal relationships and school values. The goal is to give every student and
member of staff the awareness and means to achieve his or her fullest potential - or in
other words, to move beyond wellness defined as merely the absence of unwellness and
to strive for true flourishing.
Positive Education does not deny difficulties, but seeks instead to build resilience by
bolstering each person’s ability to cope with challenges based on an understanding of his
or her signature strengths, and by developing other tools and strategies.
Hangzhou CIS aims to provide a whole-being education and builds upon the Positive
Education experience that students have experienced at CIS Hong Kong by being
uniquely placed to support and engage deeply with students within an academic and
residential setting.
In the spirit of moving the students forward in their educational experience, Positive
Education or
, as adopted at CIS, keeps the well-being of students at the
forefront throughout their time here in Hangzhou.
Hangzhou CIS draws
upon a PERMA model
to enhance all
students’ experience
of their ‘everyday’.
Student Life at
Hangzhou CIS keeps
at foundation the
interventions and
strategies Positive
Education has to offer.
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Student Life and Well-being

Student Life and Well-being has at its heart the Better Being programme which is
articulated in more detail in the Curriculum Handbook.
The well-being of students is embedded across all areas of the residential programme
and the below gives a summary of how Hangzhou CIS creates a safe and open
atmosphere that allows for students to develop a real understanding of themselves, their
place in the world, their future directions and how to draw upon their strengths and
mindfulness practices in times of adversity.
An enhanced student experience and well-being is central to Home Time, Family Time,
Move Time, One-to-One Time, Celebration Time, Assembly Time and Community
Time. Below is a summary of these areas of the Student Life and Well-being
programme

HOME TIME
When: 1 hour per week within the timetable and grouped in houses.
Who:

Better Being staff.
Taught and facilitated by the Heads of Houses.

The Projects:
1. Inner Dragon
Project
2. Footprints Project
3. Shifu Yoda
Project
4. Engine Project
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Student Life and Well-being

FAMILY TIME
When: Nightly for 30 minutes in dorms.
Who:

Student Life and Well-Being Staff
Led and facilitated by the Coach Mentors, but not limited to them.

The Sessions:

Each week Coach Mentors and Wellbeing Staff will facilitate sessions with the
students that build Positive Relationships, Positive Emotions and a calm mind. As
the year progresses and the students continue to develop their understanding of
Mindfulness, such practices become central to Family Time and the daily life of
the students.
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One-to-One time is organised by the Coach Mentors with their
students and is key in developing relationships and offers private
mentorship and guidance to each of the students. The Coach
Mentors are always mindful of highlighting the strengths that each
and every student has. As the relationship between the Coach
Mentor and student develops the Face-to-Face time also deepens.

A1s:s1

ONE-TO-ONE TIME

imbely Time
eTm

ASSEMBLY, CELEBRATION, COMMUNITY & INVISIBLE TIME
Through celebrations, community activities, student-lead assemblies and invisible
lessons the experience in Hangzhou aims to enhance and create moments of joy
each day to broaden students’ minds and create a safe, warm environment where
students feel enabled to take informed risks to provoke learning. Their experience is
also designed to develop and build a close community which savours each others’
enjoyment and success.
Students are encouraged to develop Community and House events which support
this culture and are enabled to do so through the Community Chest Fund detailed
overleaf.

ACsos
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Students are also engaged in developing engaging and thought-provoking
assemblies which connect them with the outside world as local and global citizens.
See assembly roster on coming pages.

Student Life and Well-being

COMMUNITY CHEST

ACsos
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The purpose of the Community Chest is to enable students
with funding to develop a community-building idea into a
reality. The Community Chest offers monetary support to
assist students to design and create initiatives for their
community.
This application form will need to be submitted to the Head of
House and will be reviewed at a Student Life and Well-Being
meeting. The creators may be asked to present at a meeting.

Community Chest Application Form
What is your plan?

How will this develop a sense of community for your House?

Please list out your itemized budget.

Implementation Timeline
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STUDENT BIRTHDAY LIST

Date

Table completed on arrival!

Date

ACsos
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Date

Date
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Student Life and Well-being: Festivals & Celebrations

ACsesl

Spirit Festival
Teacher’s Day
National Day (PRC)
Golden Week
Mid-Autumn Festival
Double Ninth Festival/Chong Yang Festival
Halloween
Remembrance Day
Remembrance Sunday
Thanksgiving Day (USA)
December Solstice
Christmas Eve
Christmas Day
Boxing Day
New Year’s Day
La Ba Festival
Spring Festival Eve
Chinese New Year
Third Day of Chinese New Year
Lantern Festival
Lei Feng Day (PRC)
International Women’s Day
Zhi Shu Jie
Good Friday
Easter Saturday
Easter Sunday
Easter Monday
Qing Ming Jie
St George’s Day
Labour Day
Youth Day
rbalytioTinmTei
Nurse Day
ebm
Mother’s Day (HK)
Buddha’s Birthday
No Smoking Day
International Children’s Day
Environment Protection Day
Father’s Day (HK)
Dragon Boat Festival

me

DATE
5 SEP
10 SEP
1 OCT
1 - 8 OCT
4 OCT
28 OCT
31 OCT
11 NOV
12 NOV
23 NOV
22 DEC
24 DEC
25 DEC
26 DEC
2018
1 JAN
24 JAN
15 FEB
16 FEB
18 FEB
2 MAR
5 MAR
8 MAR
12 MAR
30 MAR
31 MAR
1 APR
2 APR
5 APR
23 APR
1 MAY
4 MAY
12 MAY
13 MAY
22 MAY
31 MAY
1 JUN
5 JUN
17 JUN
18 JUN

2017
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Student Life and Well-being: Assemblies
ASSEMBLY ROSTER AND TOPIC (A GUIDE)

Act 1
DATE

DORM
RESPONSIBLE

TOPIC

28 AUG

N201

China Teachers’ Day

4 SEPT

S201

International Democracy Day

11 SEPT

N202

Mid-Autumn Festival

18 SEPT

S202

World Alzheimer’s Month

25 SEPT

N301

World Mental Health Day

2 OCT

S301

International Eradication of Poverty Day

9 OCT

N302

World Cancer Awareness Day

Act 2
DATE

DORM
RESPONSIBLE

TOPIC

30 OCT

S302

Make us happy!

6 NOV

N401

Remembrance Day

13 NOV

N402

Energize Us!

27 NOV

S401

Human Rights Day

4 DEC

S402

The future!

11 DEC

N201

A time to give!

Act 3
DATE
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DORM
RESPONSIBLE

TOPIC

8 JAN

S201

World Laughter Day

15 JAN

N202

Relax us!

22 JAN

S202

Like us!

29 JAN

N301

Being a minority!

5 FEB

S301

A winter sport!

Student Life and Well-being

ASSEMBLY ROSTER AND TOPIC

Act 4
DATE

DORM
RESPONSIBLE

TOPIC

5 MAR

N302

World Health Day

12 MAR

S302

World Books Day

19 MAR

N401

Calm us!

Act 5
DATE

DORM
RESPONSIBLE

TOPIC

7 MAY

S401

Surprise us!

14 MAY

N402

A summer sport!

21 MAY

S402

Excite us!

28 MAY

N201

World Environment Day

4 JUN

S201

Accomplishments this year

NB: Throughout Beyond Assemblies will be Project based and on location
and all Assembly Topics are suggested for students and will be confirmed
throughout orientation.
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Academic Programme
IB MYP CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
Taught within the interdisciplinary framework of the IB Middle Years Programme (IB MYP)
curriculum, Hangzhou CIS students enjoy a great deal of academic guidance. A uniquely high
teacher-student ratio offers our students a high degree of personal attention. The students are
grouped into learning groups and follow a timetable catering to that group of students.
Our curriculum is in four interconnected parts, designed to ensure our students
connect with they living and learning environment here in Hangzhou to their fullest
and are acquiring the skills they need for success in our 21st Century world.
Autonomy
The objective is for each child to become an expert about something.
Being
A school curriculum that takes ethics, character, virtue, well-being, selfknowledge and acquisition of the skills and understanding to live a good life and
places it at its core.
Collaboration
Collaboration is an interdisciplinary
course applying the four disciplines of
the Arts, Design, Individuals and
Societies and Science, across ten
academic inquiries.

Disciplines
The disciplines of Mathematics,
Language Acquisition (Chinese), Language and Literature (English and
Chinese) are taught traditionally as separate areas of exploration.
Collaboration, Disciplines and aspects of Better Being are assessed
using the MYP Assessment criteria.
23

Academic Programme
COMMUNITY PROJECT
Overview
The Community Project focuses on community and service, encouraging students to
explore their right and responsibility to implement service as action in the community.
The Community Project gives students an opportunity to develop awareness of needs in
various communities and address those needs through service learning. As a
consolidation of learning, the Community Project engages in a sustained, in-depth
inquiry leading to service as action in the community. The Community Project may be
completed individually or by groups of a maximum of three students.
The Community Project work that the students embark on, will take place during at least
two afternoons a month throughout the year, with a concentrated period of service as
action for one week in November.
Aims:
With appropriate guidance and support, MYP students should, through their
engagement with service as action:
- become more aware of their own
strengths and areas for growth
- undertake challenges that develop
new skills
- discuss, evaluate and plan studentinitiated activities
- persevere in action
- work collaboratively with others
- develop international-mindedness
through global engagement,
multilingualism and intercultural
understanding
- consider the ethical implications of
their actions
Assessment
For both the Community Project, students are expected to document
their process in the process journal. Students will be assessed on the four criteria: A.
Investigating, B. Planning, C. Taking action and D. Reflecting. Students are also
required to ensure they demonstrate their understanding in a formal presentation in
which they will summarise the contents of their process journal.
24

Sports, Co-Curricular Activities and Core Arts Programme
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Core and Elective Sports
Hangzhou CIS offers a variety of both Core and
Elective sports and promotes daily exercise and
activities as integral to a happy and wellbalanced school life.
Students are given the opportunity to develop
their programme throughout the orientation week
under the direction of the Sports Activities
Director and are encouraged to participate in
Core Sports and investigate the role Elective
Sports will play in their life in Hangzhou.

CORE SPORTS
The Core Sports programme has been developed for students to be able to maintain and
also explore their interests whilst living in Hangzhou. Students participate in the Core
Sports programme twice a week and are expected to further develop their skills and fitness
throughout their time in Hangzhou.
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Core and Elective Sports
CORE SPORTS OFFERED
CORE TEAM

CORE INDIVIDUAL

Cross Country

Swimming

Basketball

Kayaking

Dance

Judo

Football (Soccer)

Jujitsu

Badminton

Recreational Tennis

Ultimate Frisbee

Boxing

Volleyball

Muay Thai

Rowing

Ping Pong

ELECTIVE SPORTS
There are ample opportunities for choice in the area of Elective Sports, and Hangzhou CIS
has also developed some excellent relationships in the local community. The Elective
Sports programme takes place in students’ free time and is to be organised and
supervised according to the arrangements made by the individual student’s parents. In the
past, parents have set up a range of activities and sports for their children, and are
encouraged to ensure that their child is able to maintain a good daily balance.
*Additional Fees may apply to some activities
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Campus Sporting Facilities

GENERAL
Hangzhou CIS has a large range of shared sporting facilities on campus including a
full size running track and athletics facilities, astroturf field and training track, football
field, 25-metre indoor-pool, fitness room, tennis courts, basketball courts, volleyball
courts, badminton courts, and table tennis facilities. The campus also has an internal
1km ring road perfect for training, and the surrounding area offers a range of paved
tracks for fitness and cross-country running.

FACILITIES

Tennis Courts

Track and Field

28

Mini-Track and Astro Pitch

Campus Sporting Facilities

Indoor 25m Pool (training shot)

Volleyball

Basketball

Residential Fitness Room
29

CAMPUS SPORTING FACILITIES
Local Canal Running Route (4km)

Xi Xi Wetlands
Running Route
(7km)
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WHOLE SCHOOL CHOIR
The Whole School Choir offers a shared
evening of music-making and is core to
the experience of developing young
minds and a community spirit.
Students develop a knowledge and skill
base in solo and part singing across both
Chinese and Western languages and
various genres and styles. The Whole
School Choir performs at a range of
events within our local community and
also engages more widely in the Hangzhou community.
If students have no experience in music they will enjoy and be fulfilled by their musical
journey throughout their year in Hangzhou - a journey that aims to leave them with the
skills to seek out similar opportunities later in life.
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WHOLE SCHOOL PRODUCTION
The Whole School Production is a chance for students to be part of a whole school
learning experience through the medium of the Performing Arts.
The Performing Arts are an outstanding platform to develop creativity, confidence,
critical thinking skills, presentation skills, research skills, writing skills, team work
capabilities... the list goes on!
The unique Chinese context offers a myriad of opportunities for students to not only
use and develop their language skills, but equally to develop their understanding of
and interest in Chinese culture. The Whole School Production is performed using
both English and Chinese and develops in the students an understanding and
appreciation of a wide range of theatrical techniques and conventions.
Students will be given a broad thematic starting point and then build their own
production puzzle from there. Each student will get to choose between creating music
or drama, with all work being researched, written, composed, directed and performed
by the students themselves. In essence, the students will take their learning journey
and tailor it to fit what they are passionate about in the most imaginative and exciting
ways.
Throughout the year students will enjoy and become incredibly proud of their
achievements which will climax in their performance of the Whole School Production
on their last days at campus for their families and the wider CIS community.
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WHOLE SCHOOL PRODUCTION
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General School Information
• who’s who?
• contact us
• calendar & schedule
• campus maps
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Hangzhou CIS School Contacts
School phones
General Office
Admissions (HK)

+86 571 8977 5580
+852 2512 5915
+852 2512 5813

School faxes
General Office

+86 571 8977 5578

E-mail
cishz_info@cis.edu.hk
Website
www.cis.edu.hk/hangzhou
Address
Hangzhou CIS
532 Wenyi West Road, Hangzhou 310012
c/o Greentown Yuhua School
Zhejiang Province, People's Republic of China
310012
532
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Hangzhou CIS Who’s Who? (All Staff)
DIRECTOR
Richard PRATT
DEPUTY DIRECTOR & MYP CURRICULUM MANAGEMENT
Sally ZHANG
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT LIFE AND WELL-BEING
Mitchell GRACE
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS
Lisa WANG
HEAD OF CURRICULUM DESIGN
Jennifer GRACE
OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
Li XIE
Head of Office
Novia YANG
Administration Assistant & Visitor Co-ordinator
Amy YANG
Administration Assistant
Yang XI
Operation Officer
Jian Feng YUAN
Driver
Bin HU
Driver
FINANCE
Jane WEN
Xiaojun SHEN

Finance Manager
Finance Assistant

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Dan XIE
Wengui XU
Kang WANG
NURSE (INTERNATIONAL SOS)
Bessie LEI
Sunny ZHAO
Jessica FAN
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Hangzhou CIS Who’s Who? (All Staff)
TEACHING RESOURCES
Arwin XU
ICT Technician
Guannan HE
Digital Networks Manager
Tianqi XIE
Science & Design Technician
LIBRARY
Wen KUANG

Library Manager

LEARNING ENHANCEMENT
Richard PRATT
Director
ESL SUPPORT
Henry HSIAO

Lead Teacher of English

SPANISH & FRENCH
Margarita LI
Pierre BIRET

Spanish Tutor
Teacher of Digital Design, French Tutor

DISCIPLINES
CHINESE DEPARTMENT
Lisa WANG
Sally ZHANG
Lu WANG
Wen KUANG

Director of Community Partnerships, Head of Chinese
Teacher of Chinese, Head of House, Deputy Director
Teacher of Chinese, Director of Place-Based Learning
Teacher of Chinese/ Library Manager
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Hangzhou CIS Who’s Who? (All Staff)
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
Henry He Shuen HSIAO
Richard PRATT
Jennifer GRACE
Mitchell GRACE

Lead Teacher of English
Teacher of English, Director
Teacher of English, Head of Curriculum Design, Co-Head of
House
Teacher of English & Music, Co-Head of House, Director of
Student Life and Wellbeing

MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT
Jianping PRATT
Lead Teacher in Mathematics
Simon TAM
Teacher of Mathematics
Yuan CHEN
Teacher of Mathematics, Director of Co-curricular Programme
Guannan HE
Teacher of Mathematics
COLLABORATION DEPARTMENT
DESIGN
Julia HSIEH
Lead Teacher in Design, Head of House
Pierre BIRET
Teacher of Digital Design, Teacher of French
PERFORMING ARTS
Yuan ZHANG
Jennifer GRACE
Mitchell GRACE

Teacher of Combined Arts, Head of Instrumental Music
Lead Teacher in Drama, Head of Curriculum Design,
Co-Head of House
Lead Teacher in Music, Co-Head of House,
Director of Student Life and Wellbeing

VISUAL ARTS
Mark TANG (Visual Arts)
Gesha ZHU (Film)

Lead Teacher in Art, Head of House
Teacher of Film

SCIENCE
Teck Huat WEE
Simon TAM

Lead Teacher in Science, Head of House
Teacher of Science
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Hangzhou CIS Who’s Who? (All Staff)
INDIVIDUALS AND SOCIETY
Adam POLLOCK
Teacher of Humanities
Kirstjen POLLOCK
Teacher of Individuals and Societies (Humanities)
BETTER BEING DEPARTMENT
Yuan CHEN
Teacher of Mathematics, Director of Co-curricular Activities
Felix JONES
Lead Teacher of MYP Physical and Health Education
Xinglin Chen
Better Being Lead Coach Mentor
Sally Zhang
Deputy Director & MYP Curriculum Management, Head of House
Julia Hsieh
Lead Teacher in Design, Head of House
Mitchell Grace
Director of Student Life and Wellbeing, Head of House, Teacher of
Music & English
Lisa Wang
Director of Community Partnerships, Head of Chinese, Head of
House
Mark Tang
Lead Teacher in Art, Head of House
Teck Wee
Lead Teacher in Science, Head of House
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Hangzhou CIS Who’s Who?
(Residential Staff)
GROUND FLOOR
Richard PRATT
Jianping PRATT
Nurse

SOUTH WING

Director
Mathematics
SOS Nurse

NORTH WING

SECOND FLOOR
Mark TANG
Head of House
Coach Mentor S201
Coach Mentor S202

SECOND FLOOR
Lisa WANG
Head of House
Coach Mentor N201
Coach Mentor N202

THIRD FLOOR
Teck Huat WEE

THIRD FLOOR
Sally ZHANG

FOURTH FLOOR
Jennifer GRACE
Mitchell GRACE
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Head of House
Coach Mentor S301
Coach Mentor S302

Co-Head of House
Director of Student
Life and Well-Being/
Co-Head of House
Coach Mentor S401
Coach Mentor S402

Deputy Director/
Head of House
Coach Mentor N301
Coach Mentor N302

FOURTH FLOOR
Julia HSIEH
Head of House
Pierre BIRET
Design Teacher
Coach Mentor N401
Coach Mentor N402

Hangzhou CIS Phone Extensions
SCHOOL PHONE NUMBER

(571) 8977 5580

Staff Names

Phone
Extensions

Novia YANG (Reception)

1100

Amy YANG

1106

Library

1132

NURSE

1114

Richard PRATT (Director)

1103

Simon TAM & Jianping PRATT 1105
Mark TANG, Julia HSIEH
Guannan HE (ICT)

1108
1118

Lisa WANG & Mitchell GRACE 1110
Teck Huat WEE

1109

Li XIE

1104

Sally ZHANG

1112

DORM
COMMON ROOMS

Phone
Extensions

S201

1123

S202

1122

S301

1127

S302

1126

N201

1121

N202

1120

N301

1125

N302

1124

N401

1128

N402

1129

S401

1130

S402

1131

COMMUNICATION

All communication regarding your child/
student is to be directed through your
respective Head of House via email or
as a telephone call to ensure complete
oversight and appropriate care and
support.
Sally ZHANG: lzhang@cis.edu.hk
Julia HSIEH: jhsieh@cis.edu.hk
Lisa WANG: lwang@cis.edu.hk
Mark TANG: mtang@cis.edu.hk
Teck WEE: thwee@cis.edu.hk
Mitchell GRACE: mgrace@cis.edu.hk
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MAP OF GREENTOWN
YUHUA SECONDARY
SCHOOL
(HZCIS HERE)

MAP OF GREENTOWN
YUHUA PRIMARY
SCHOOL
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MAP OF ENTIRE CAMPUS
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2017-18 Key Dates
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DAILY SCHEDULE
MON

TUE

6:30am

WED

Assembly

Lesson 1

9:00 - 10:00am

Lesson 2

10:00 - 10:25am

Break

10:30 - 11:30am

Lesson 3

11:35 - 12:35pm

Lesson 4

12:35 - 1:30pm

Lunch

5:00 - 6:00pm

8:00 - 8:55pm
8:00 - 9:55pm (Sat)

1:30-2:30
Production
3:00-4:00
Choir

Afternoon Activities (AA)

Lesson 5

AA

6:00 - 6:55pm

7:00 - 8:00pm

SAT

Breakfast

7:55 - 8:55am

1:30 - 4:55pm

FRI

Wake-up call

7:00 - 7:25am
7:30 - 7:50am

THU

AA

Lesson 5

Afternoon Activities
(AA)

Lesson 5

AA

Lesson 6

Social
Time

Dinner

Lesson 6

Lesson 6

Home
Time

Lesson 6

Self-Directed Time

9:00 - 9:30pm
10:00 - 10:30pm (Sat)

“Family Time”

9:45pm/10:45pm (Sat)

Lights Out
45

Hangzhou CIS
Policies, Expectations and Procedures for
Parents/Guardians and Students
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Policies, Expectations and
Procedures for Students
STANDARDS OF BEHAVIOUR
Continued re-enrollment at CIS is dependent upon:
• satisfactory academic achievement;
• appropriate observance of all school regulations;
• satisfactory attendance and punctuality at school and in all classes.
HANGZHOU CIS RED RULES
• No Sexual Activity
• No Violence
• No Tobacco, Alcohol or Illicit Drugs
See consequences in Behavioural Policy.

GENERAL
1.
2.

Staff have the duty to remove any item in a student's possession that is felt by that staff
member to be harmful to that student or to others.
You are required to show care and consideration towards others in the CIS community
and respect for others and their belongings.

3.

You are expected to demonstrate pride in yourself and your school by endeavouring
to be neat and tidy and by ensuring that the school is clear of litter.

4.

While at Hangzhou CIS you are entitled to be in a non-threatening environment
where you can be secure, accepted and not subjected to bullying or teasing.

5.

You are subject to school discipline whilst school is in loco parentis. Equally, school
regulations apply at all events organised by the school.

6.

You are responsible for the safekeeping of your property. All items and clothing
should be clearly labelled with your name.

7.

Dorm lockers (beside your bed) should be used for the storage of personal
belongings. You should be able to leave items in your locker and in other areas
without fear of interference from others. Items left carelessly in common areas may
be moved to an area of lost property. You must keep your room and locker key safe
at all times.

8.

Air guns and knives, for example BB guns, pocket knives, are not permitted on
school premises.

9.

Smoking is strictly prohibited while school is in loco parentis. Chewing gum is not
permitted.

10. You must move about the school in an orderly, sensible and courteous manner,
keeping to the left on the stairs.
11. Being part of someone else’s home and living with others requires the highest
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AIRPORT BUS & PREFERRED FLIGHT PROCEDURES
The preferred flights for Hangzhou CIS students are KA620 (HK to HZ) and KA621
(HZ to HK).
The school will only arrange transport for students to and from Hangzhou Airport for
flights KA 621(departure flight) and KA 620 (arrival flight). There will be no transport
arranged for any other flights or travel itineraries. There will be no transport arranged
for parents who are expected to make their own arrangements.
At the beginning of each period of residence (usually a Sunday), students must not
arrive before 5pm. At the end of each period of residence (usually a Saturday),
students must leave the school campus by 11am. Before or after those times, no staff
will be required to be present and no arrangement can be made for care of students.

ATTENDANCE & PUNCTUALITY
ATTENDANCE
Attendance at all activities and classes is mandatory.
ABSENCE DUE TO SICKNESS

If you are unwell, communicate with your Coach Mentor and Head of House and
consult the Nurse on campus as first point of call. The Nurse will communicate
with your teachers regarding absence from class and the nature of your illness
and treatment if appropriate. The Nurse will always communicate with parents/
guardian as needed.

SIGNING OUT PROCEDURES & SUNDAY LEAVE
PUNCTUALITY

Punctuality is equally important at every Class, Family Time, Duty, Meal and
Activity. If you are expected to be somewhere at a particular time it is courteous
to be a few minutes early. if there are any difficulties with attendance/punctuality
or being in an area off limits at a particular time, students will be placed on CloseGateing*.
ON CAMPUS

The scan out system is kept at the guard station at the entrance of the
Residential Building. In the interest of correct Fire Safety Procedures you are
required to scan out of the Residential Building at all times except for when you
are going to class, meals and/or scheduled activity times when a register is
already taken.
LEAVING CAMPUS

You are not permitted to leave campus without being accompanied, unless it has
been arranged following the correct procedure for Sunday Leave.
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Time
Before
9pm
Friday
Evening:

What to do when?
By 9pm Friday, students wishing to leave campus the following Sunday must
have formed a group and identified a lead student.
By Friday evening, the lead student must email their trip plan to their designated
Coach Mentor and Head of House.
The trip plan must include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Lead student.
Contact Information of every student taking part.
A final list of students.
The destination.
The departure time and return time.
Confirmation of presence/absence at meal times.
Written confirmation that a staff member will accompany that specific trip
(maximum 12 students per staff member).

The Head of House will prepare a permission slip for each student in their House
only if all the above is in order (as informed by CM) and there is no restriction for
their student not to be allowed to go (as informed by other teachers).
*At the school’s discretion and throughout the year, the students may leave
campus as communicated by the Director of the School. Students will not need to
complete point 7 once this is stated by the Director of the school.
Sunday:

Students must assemble in the Residential Foyer ten minutes before their trip is
scheduled to leave in order to meet with the staff member on residential duty.
They must present their permission slip and inform that staff member if anyone in
their group is no longer leaving campus. The duty staff member will issue Chu
Men Tiao for all students leaving campus and update printed document of
students out of campus (which will be left at the Bao An) and also updated online.
Duty staff must check all students phones are charged and they all have each
others numbers. Students must also ensure they have the phone number of the
staff member on Residential Duty and their Head of House.
Staff on duty will be available and on campus all day as a carer for all students;
however, they will only position themselves in the Library to meet students 15
minutes either side of departure and arrival times. If the teacher on duty is not
visible, he or she will have left their contact details with the Bao An. If there is an
overlap with a meal time, students should check in and check out at the cafeteria.
In case of extenuating circumstances, students must ensure that they contact the
staff member on residential duty to inform him or her of their updated arrival time.
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CHU MEN TIAO (SAMPLE)
Example of the form to be signed by the staff member on Sunday duty and given to
the Greentown Yuhua School guard at the front gates when going out as part of a
group of unaccompanied students. These will be only available on Sunday 10
minutes before the organised trip - issued in the Residential Building Foyer by the
staff member on Sunday duty.

VOID 杭州漢基
VOID
VOID
VOID
VOID
Hangzhou CIS

PERMISSION SLIP (SAMPLE)
Example of the form to be signed by your Head of House and given to the staff
member on duty/supervising staff member when going on an organised or Sunday
trip.

VOID

VOID

杭州漢基
Hangzhou CIS

*Close-Gating: a close attendance record requiring sight and signing by a staff member
of a student at particular time intervals.
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GENERAL LEAVE PROCEDURE
Leave is granted for appropriate circumstances and in some cases there may be
some flexibility on the required periods of notice.
Parents are expected to contact the appropriate Head of House giving them at least 7
days notice in advance of the leave period. The communication for leave is to be
requested and confirmed via email and not by phone or message. This will then be
followed by the completion of the Leave Form made available here: https://goo.gl/
2jL3JO and in the appendix of this handbook. Students will also need to obtain
a Chu Men Tiao from their Head of House once Leave Form is completed and
approved.

UNIFORM EXPECTATIONS
WARM WEATHER UNIFORM (SAME AS CIS HK)
Girls: Blue polo shirt, blue printed knee length skirt, blue knee-length shorts or school
uniform trousers with school logo (must be ordered separately), white ankle socks, if
worn, black leather shoes. All skirts must be of a length appropriate to the school as
an academic environment.
Boys: Blue polo shirt, blue school uniform trousers with school logo or blue kneelength shorts, white, navy blue or black ankle socks, black leather shoes.
COLD WEATHER UNIFORM (SOME DIFFERENCES FROM CIS HK)
In the cooler weather students can choose to wear either the blue CIS school jumper
or fleece over their uniform. The weather in Hangzhou does get very cold and
students will also need to purchase the CIS blue parka as other coats are not
permitted.
Students are permitted to wear other layers under their uniform, however they must
not be visible. Ankle height, leather shoes are appropriate in the winter.
Jewellery:

Only earrings, necklaces, rings and bracelets are permitted and they
should be unobtrusive, safe and appropriate. Eyebrow, lip, cheek or
nose jewellery must be removed.

Hair:

Students with long hair are required to have it tied back for practical
subjects and when appropriate. Hair colour may only be changed to that
found naturally i.e. no blue or green.
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FORMAL UNIFORM
The formal set of uniform will be worn on special occasions e.g., assemblies and
graduations. It consists of a mandarin-collared blazer and trousers for boys or skirt for girls
in grey; and an accompanying tie in CIS maroon with white and yellow stripes - the white
and yellow to symbolise the Sweet Osmanthus flower (
) - the city flower of Hangzhou.
Shoes as previously described.
PE AND DRAMA KITS
PE:

Students are required to wear the CIS white t-shirt and blue shorts. The
House colours will not apply in Hangzhou. There is no strict rule on the
colours of sports shoes since the primary considerations should be that they
are good quality and functional.

Drama:

Students are to have a black t-shirt with no patterns or writing and black
trousers, tracksuit pants or appropriate leggings.

CASUAL CLOTHING EXPECTATIONS
Must be appropriate and modest. Students must not wear low-cut tops or short shorts and
skirts as they will be asked to change. Students should not be wearing clothes that are
transparent or expose the midriff.
Students must wear appropriate footwear as described below.
FORMAL NIGHT WEAR
On occasions there are formal evenings which will require students to dress in smart attire.
For example, students may be invited to a special dinner or dance and will need to dress
appropriately. A smart shirt/blouse, dress/skirt/trousers with appropriate shoes and perhaps
a tie would be sufficient.
PYJAMAS AND NIGHTWEAR
Pyjamas and Nightwear needs to be appropriate to living communally. All night clothes are
strictly for dorm wear and must be tasteful. If not, students will be asked to purchase more
appropriate Pyjamas and/or Nightwear.
Shoes:

Sports shoes or boots are not permitted as footwear at school. Flip-flops are
only permitted in the Residential Building (not in Common Kitchen Area or
Gym). Large platforms or high-heeled shoes are not appropriate for school as
they are dangerous in wet or humid weather and the school can take no
responsibility for any accidents that occur due to unsuitable footwear.

NB: Students who break the dress code may be asked to return to their dorm to
change and will be dealt with consulting the discipline policy.
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TECHNOLOGY: RESPONSIBLE USE POLICY
BEING PREPARED TO LEARN
1.

I will ensure my laptop is fully operational and ready for use in every class.

2.

I will bring my laptop fully charged to class every day.

3.

I will bring my laptop charger to class every day.

4.

I will make sure I have available hard disk space on my laptop for learning.

5.

I will follow file naming protocols as required by my teachers when submitting
assignments (for example: FamilyNameGivenName-Subject-FileName “SmithJohn-Math-Lesson5Data.docx”).

6.

I will not remove or tamper with school-provided software on the computer.

BEING A RESPONSIBLE, ETHICAL AND RESPECTFUL USER
1.

I understand that my laptop is a learning tool, and I am being entrusted to use it
responsibly for that end. I will not do things that interfere with my learning or
distract me from my classroom tasks - such as gaming, social networking,
chatting, exploring sites or videos unrelated to my class work, etc.

2.

I will use my laptop in class as guided by my teachers.

3.

I will monitor and regulate the time I spend on my laptop outside of class
because excessive use can have a detrimental effect on my health and wellbeing.

4.

I am responsible for regularly backing up my data so that I do not lose my work
in case my laptop has a problem.

5.

I will use the Internet, email, mobile phones and any other devices in a manner
that is respectful to all (refrain from vulgar or inappropriate language and being
mean, rude, or unkind about other people).

6.

I will not post any images or videos containing other students or teachers online
without their consent.

7.

I will not post disrespectful, hurtful, or damaging material online ever - about
myself or anyone else.

8.

As a user of digital media, I will respect and abide by the Policy on Academic
Honesty and will acknowledge all my sources of information according to the
MLA Guidelines.

9.

I understand that using peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing software like BitTorrent is
not allowed in school as it opens the door to piracy and puts a heavy load on
the school network.

10. I will not use, view, post or engage in illegally acquired, dangerous, or
inappropriate content, programs or activities.
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BEING A RESPONSIBLE OWNER
1.

I may customize the external appearance of my laptop and charger so that they
can be easily identified, but I will be sensitive about not putting disrespectful
images on them.

2.

I will transport my laptop in a safe and secure manner, with the lid closed and in
a protective sleeve/pouch/bag.

3.

I will not swing, drop or throw my laptop, even if it is in a protective bag.

4.

I will be careful to keep my laptop away from food and drinks; and I will not use
it in wet areas, high traffic areas, high-privacy areas, and other designated
“laptop-free” zones within the school. (For example, these include – but may not
be limited to: the Cafeteria, the Pool, outside corridors, stairways, busy
playground areas, bathrooms.)

5.

I will keep my laptop safe and secure at all times when I’m not using it (stored
and locked appropriately).

6.

I understand that my AppleCare Warranty only covers manufacturing faults, and
in the case of damage caused by negligence, I am responsible for repairs and/
or replacement.

7.

I will ensure that I perform all software updates as instructed by my teachers or
the ICT Department.

8.

I understand that the school has the right to reset my laptop back to its original
state, if required (in the case of hardware repair or data corruption). This means
all my personal data could be cleared off my laptop, and I will need to restore it
from my backup.

9.

I understand that all electronic devices are to be registered with the Coach
Mentor. Each evening these are to be handed over for safe overnight storage at
9pm. (An exception can be made for e-readers that do not have wi-fi capability
but this is conditional on responsible use). This includes all phones, ipads,
tablets and laptops. This rule is not negotiable and is a key feature of Hangzhou
CIS.

10. Gaming consoles are only to be used on the weekend. If used outside of this
time House Teams will remove any and all systems for the subsequent two
weekends.
FINAL NOTES ON RESPONSIBLE USE
11. “If in doubt, check it out.” If I am ever unsure about any of the points above, or
other issues that arise with my laptop, I will seek help from a teacher, parent or
the ICT Team.
12. I am aware that all ICT rules and guidelines apply to any device used at school.
13. I understand that violations of the CIS Responsible Use Policy will be
addressed through CIS disciplinary procedures.
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MISCELLANEOUS
APPLICANTS FOR TRANSCRIPTS AND
TEACHER RECOMMENDATIONS
CIS receives many requests for transcripts and teacher recommendations to support
applicants for summer and boarding school.
All parents who require such transcripts or recommendations from the school must
allow a reasonable amount of time for teachers and secretarial staff to complete the
process. Please note that it can take up to 15 working days to finalise application
papers when multiple schools are involved. We cannot entertain requests for
references and transcripts that are needed within 5 days or less.
Requests should be submitted as a packet to the Secondary Office in Hong Kong,
which will then prepare supporting documentation such as transcripts and distribute
the recommendation forms to the teachers concerned (whether in Hong Kong or
Hangzhou). Teachers will then return completed forms to the Secondary Office in
Hong Kong (in person or electronically) for compilation and completion.
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SCIENCE DEPARTMENT SAFETY RULES
Remember that a lack of awareness on your part can create danger in a science
laboratory. It is essential that you observe the following:
1. You are not allowed in the laboratory without the permission of your teacher.
2. NEVER rush or run about in the laboratory.
3. NEVER put ANYTHING in your mouth in the laboratory.
4. NEVER interfere with equipment or chemicals or electricity.
5. NEVER take anything from the laboratory without the permission of your teacher.
6. NEVER throw things in the laboratory.
7. ALWAYS wear eye protection whenever performing experiments.
8. ALWAYS tie long hair back when performing experiments.
9. Report ALL accidents and breakages, however small, to your teacher AT ONCE.
10. ALWAYS concentrate on what you are doing and behave sensibly.
11. Only bring the things you need into the laboratory (bags, other books, coats, etc.
must be left outside unless you are given permission by your teacher).

DESIGN DEPARTMENT SAFETY RULES
1. You are not allowed in the design lab without a teacher.
2. NEVER run about in the design lab.
3. NEVER play around with equipment, chemicals or electricity.
4. NEVER take anything from the design lab without the permission of your teacher.
5. NEVER throw things in the design lab.
6. ALWAYS wear eye protection during woodworking and sewing.
7. ALWAYS tie long hair back during woodworking and sewing.
8. ALWAYS concentrate on what you are doing and behave sensibly.
9. ALWAYS dress sensibly and NEVER wear inappropriate shoes in the design lab.
10. ALWAYS return all tools after use.
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Academic Honesty Policy
This school believes that students should consider academic honesty as an integral part of
the mission to which CIS subscribes. One of the attributes which the IB Learner Profile
seeks to highlight is to behave in a “principled” manner and as such academic honesty is an
expectation of all students at CIS.
Academic honesty may be achieved through the avoidance of such malpractices as copying
the homework of another student, colluding with others to allow their work to be copied, or
plagiarising the work of others. The school defines plagiarism as an act in which a student
presents someone else’s ideas, words or creative expression as their own.
The IB provides very clear guidelines on how malpractice is defined and the consequences
of such action. CIS believes it is vital that students should be taught how to avoid both
accidental malpractice and the ethical misjudgments involved in deliberate malpractice.
To implement this policy CIS defines academic honesty in behavioural terms. Each age
group will be taught through both Departmental and Student Life frameworks what is
expected of them in terms of academic honesty.
The following provides a checklist of expectations for academic honesty in particular year
groups:
YEARS 10-11: THE ACADEMICALLY HONEST STUDENT...
DOES
•

keep, and maintain accurate, personal course notes,

•

understand and abide by the school's rules concerning cheating,

•

acknowledge using MLA to format the use of help from another person,

•

ask beforehand what kinds of external help are permissible,

•

acknowledge using MLA format, information taken from books, digital sources and
the Internet.

DOES NOT
•

copy the work of other students,

•

give another student his/her work to copy,

•

do homework for another student,

•

submit work done by another person,

•

use notes during a test unless allowed by the teacher or the exam rules,

•

use electronic aids or digital resources when these are not allowed.
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Academic Honesty Policy
Instruction will be provided in a cross-disciplinary fashion regarding:
1. techniques for acknowledging direct quotation with a citation,
2. skills of paraphrasing,
3. techniques for using translated material,
4. basic, formal skills for acknowledging source material.
Important:

All work submitted for assessment should not be made available in the public
domain (YouTube, Facebook, etc) until the final grade has been awarded. It is
not possible to confirm in the authenticity of the work unless this approach is
adopted. Students who do not heed this advice and choose to post their work
would be in a position of opening themselves to the allegation of malpractice.

ACADEMIC HONESTY PLEDGE & GUIDELINES
In 2012-13, a student initiative introduced the concept of an academic honesty pledge which
all students should sign prior to the submission of an assessment. The text to be used is the
following:
“I have neither given nor received unauthorised aid on this work.”
IN-CLASS ASSESSMENTS (UNDER CONTROLLED CONDITIONS)
•

Students are to sit at separate desks, or spaced out appropriately.

•

Teacher are to provide assessment papers and answer papers to students.

•

Students are required to leave bags in a place where they are not accessible during
the in-class assessment.

•

Only required materials are to be left on desk or surrounding area – no pencil
cases/books/notes, etc.

•

Teacher to circulate around the room frequently during the assessment.

•

Teacher to ensure that students have a bathroom break before the assessment
begins.

•

Assessments where possible, should limit the number of multiple-choice questions,
but instead include questions that require more higher-level thinking.

ESSAYS
•

Essays to be submitted to turnitin.com for verification purposes when appropriate.

•

All essays submitted for external assessment to be submitted through turnitin.com
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Academic Honesty Policy
•

Where possible ‘in-class essays’ should be assigned for assessment purposes
instead of ‘take-home essays’.

REPORTS/ASSIGNMENTS
•

Use turnitin.com where appropriate.

•

Major assignments ‘chunked up’ into smaller pieces with interim deadline dates set
by the teacher (similar to the Personal Project).

•

Provide time in class for students to work on assignments and for teachers to follow
students’ individual progress.

•

The types and style of assessments prepared by teachers will vary from one
subject area to another and, as such, Departments may develop their own
individual guidelines in addition to the common practices that are listed above.

•

Infringements will be dealt with following the Academic Honesty Policy and the
Behavioural Policy outlined in the Student and Parent Handbook. Depending on the
nature and type of incident, subject teachers will respond appropriately and inform
the Lead Teacher/Head of Department, Head of House and Director of Student Life
and Well-Being and/or the Deputy Director/ Director as required.

DUPLICATION OF WORK SUBMITTED FOR ASSESSMENT
It is the student’s responsibility to ensure that work submitted is his or her own
authentic creation.
Students should note that it will be deemed to be malpractice to present the same piece of
work for separate assessment components of the IB MYP or DP.
Any serious breach of academic honesty may be dealt with at a higher level than that
indicated below (even if a first offence) depending on the circumstances of the breach.
Guidelines on dealing with infringements by students:
In all circumstances the Head of Department, Head of House and parents will be
informed and a note will be placed in the student’s file.
*Levels 1-5 refer to the different levels of consequences as explained in the Behavioural
Policy which is included in this handbook.
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Academic Honesty Policy
YEARS 10-13
•

First offence: Level 1-3. Dealt with by Head of Department, Head of House and
Head of Student Life and Well-Being and/or the Deputy Director/ Director in
consultation with subject teacher. The student’s Coach Mentor and parents are
informed.
◦

•
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IBO regulations on academic honesty will apply: Please refer to “Academic
honesty: guidance for schools. IBO (DP, 2011)”, Academic Honesty in the
DP Arts (2012) and the publications DP and MYP General Regulations,
published annually and available through Moongate. Where the
malpractice concerns work for submission to the IBO (e.g. MYP assessed
coursework, Personal Project, DP IA, EE, TOK essay), the following
guidelines apply:
■

Work in draft: student sanctioned, as above; work may be
rewritten under specified conditions (change of title; time limit;
supervision, etc.)

■

Final version for submission: no changes permitted; IB
regulations state: “Once a candidate has submitted his or her work
to a teacher (or the coordinator) for external or internal
assessment together with the cover sheet signed to the effect that
it is the final version of the work, neither the work nor the cover
sheet can be retracted by the candidate. If the candidate is
subsequently suspected of plagiarism or collusion, it is no defence
to claim that the incorrect version of the work was submitted for
assessment.”

Level 4/5. This includes situations where there has been a prior offence or there is
a serious and significant instance of malpractice. Headmaster decision on whether
the student should be suspended / asked to leave the school / universities
informed.

Academic Honesty Policy
Hangzhou CIS Flowchart of Academic Honesty Support Procedure:

ACADEMIC HONESTY PLEDGE
A student initiative introduced the concept of an academic honesty pledge which all
students should sign prior to the submission of an assessment. The text to be used is
the following:

‘I have neither given nor received unauthorised aid on this work.’

Signed:...................................

Date:..............................
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Behaviour Policy
CIS aims to publicly recognise the achievements of our students in the belief that success
breeds success. Whilst the school emphasises the benefits of positive reinforcement, it is
accepted that a clearly identified set of sanctions is required to help effect behavioural
change where it is required.
The aims of the consequences issued by the school are: to produce constructive reflection
on the part of the student; to signal both to students and parents the need for behavioural
improvement; and to produce the desired change. Clear and regular communication
between the Hangzhou CIS Faculty and the Head of Student Life and Well-Being, Deputy
Director and Director is vital.

REWARDS
PRAISE
CIS expects all staff to provide appropriate praise for good work, high performance,
significant progress, effort, cooperation and tolerance.
YEAR AND HEAD’S COMMENDATIONS – YEARS 7-13
Year and Head’s Commendations are awarded by the Director of Hangzhou CIS for special
achievements or deeds.
A Head’s Commendation is given for outstanding achievements or deeds. This might take
the form of: representing CIS in some capacity; winning territory/district/provincial/countrywide awards; significant acts indicating compassion or personal integrity.
Following the publications of reports, students who achieve 80% of the possible maximum
number of points receive a Year Commendation and those who achieve 90% a Head’s
Commendation.
COMMUNITAS AWARD
A discretionary award given by the Head of Student Life and Well-Being to students who
share their individual passions, in ways that are creative and inspiring, with the CIS
community. These students add value to the school community and bring people together.
The Head of Student Life and Well-Being may award a maximum of 3 Communitas awards
per year.
The intention is to recognise students who may not feature on the academic honour roll but
who have unique, individual talents, passions and interests that they share generously with
others.
DIRECTOR’S AWARD
The prize itself is of the same value as the Subject Achievement Award and is awarded to a
student who has embodied the spirit and values of our school mission statement and in so
doing has made a significant contribution in the ongoing process of building the character of
the Hangzhou campus of CIS.
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HOUSE AWARDS
Students who have exhibited outstanding service to a House may receive this award. This
may be for exceptional participation in interhouse competitions, assistance with organisation
or general promotion of House spirit. Nomination forms are available from the Director of
Student Life and Well-being and should be returned to Director of Student Life and WellBeing. House awards take the form of certificates that are presented in formal Hangzhou
CIS assemblies.
Students will be informed of the Hangzhou CIS House Points total, which will be regularly
updated by the designated Coach Mentors. The Hangzhou CIS House trophy is presented
at the End of Year Celebration Assembly.
SUBJECT ACHIEVEMENT AND PROGRESS AWARDS
Once a year, subject teachers nominate one student for a significant achievement award
and one student for a significant progress award. These awards are available in each
subject in all year groups. These students will receive a book prize for achievement and a
certificate for significant improvement.
GENERAL POLICY
Every effort is made by the Hangzhou CIS community to publicly acknowledge the
successes of students teams and individuals in the fields of sports, art, drama, debating,
dance, etc.

CONSEQUENCES
CIS believes it is the duty of all members of staff to expect appropriate uniform,
behaviour, courtesy and a positive work ethic from all students and that it is their
responsibility to undertake initial proactive consequences with students to achieve this.
NB: If any offence is deemed serious enough, a student can enter the consequences
procedure at any level considered appropriate.

LEVEL 1
Reprimand and Detention
All staff should use verbal reprimand or arrange their own detention for minor
offences. If a member of staff wishes to hold a private detention, it should be held as
soon as possible after the incident. Due regard should be paid to activities and time
allowed for the student to eat. If further action is required, the Head of House and
Coach Mentor must both be informed.
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In the area of residential life at Hangzhou CIS, the standard expectations regarding
students’ living environment, punctuality, meal attendance and overall pride in their
appearance when wearing school uniform and their own clothes is detailed in this
Handbook.
In more serious or persistent cases of students not meeting expectations, students are
referred to the Head of Student Life and Well-Being or Deputy Director and/or Director. If
such action fails to produce the desired effect, or if the “offence” is more serious, then
students will be moved to Level 2.

LEVEL 2
If members of staff feel that their own consequences have failed to modify the student’s
behaviour significantly and they still have a cause for concern, the Head of House should
take whatever dual-action they feel is appropriate to effect the change in behaviour. The
Head of Student Life and Well-Being should also be informed. If such an action fails to
produce the desired effect, or if the “offence” is more serious, then the student will move to
Level 3.

LEVEL 3
Sunday Detention
Sunday detention is for persistent and serious offences and for lateness (see attendance
policy), and should only be used after referral to the Head of Student Life and Well-Being or
Deputy Director.
1. The Head of Student Life and Well-Being or Deputy Director and/or Director should
make arrangements for a Sunday Detention with the Duty Teacher. The Head of
Student Life and Well-Being will fill out a detention letter/email and send it home to the
parents. The letter mandates a parental acknowledgement response.
2. The student concerned will meet and discuss targets with their Head of House.
3. The Head of Student Life and Well-Being should liaise with the Director (and
Secondary School Office HK) in filing a Detention Letter in the student’s personal file.
4. The Head of Student Life and Well-Being and the Deputy Director will monitor
detentions and follow up with students who fail to appear. The member of staff on
Sunday duty will be issued a detention list from the Head of Student Life and WellBeing and sign to confirm that the detention has been done. It is the responsibility of
the member of staff instigating the detention to ensure that the student has suitable
work to do.
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Report
Persistent lack of effort or unacceptable behaviour could result in a student being put on
report. The Deputy Director and Head of Student Life and Well-Being will ensure that:
1. The student is aware of the reasons for being on report.
2. The parents are informed.
3. The Head of House will fill out the daily report form at the beginning of each day.
4. The student carries the report to each lesson each day and all the relevant signatures
are collected.
5. The Head of House sees the student, with the form, at 8:55pm each day for comment.
6. The Head of Student Life and Well-Being or Deputy Director will see the student at
the outset and conclusion of the reporting period and, in conjunction with the Head
of House, will decide when to end the reporting. A school detention or report might
not be the most appropriate or suitable consequence for all cases of inappropriate
behaviour considered to be a Level 3 offence and in such situations other
consequences may be issued. These consequences may include (but are not
limited to):
a.
b.
c.
d.
a.

Mediation between students or between students and teacher.
Apology (verbal or in writing).
Letter of reflection.
Community service related work if appropriate.
Sunday Detention.

A meeting or phone call with parents regarding the offence, letter to parent documenting
misbehaviour, confirming consequences issued and any future consequences in case of
further misbehaviour. Follow up supportive action may include meetings with Counselor
(face to face and online), Head of House, Coach Mentor and Head of Student Life and WellBeing, Deputy Director/Director.
If such an action fails to produce the desired effect, or if the “offence” is more serious, then
the student will move to Level 4.

Disciplinary Procedures
Any serious Level 3 offences will be handled as follows:
Student(s) involved requested to write down statement outlining their version of events. This
should be dated and signed. Head of House & Head of Student Life and Well-Being
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interview student(s) involved and any other involved persons to determine details of event
(inform or involve Coach Mentor if possible).
Head of House to confer with Head of Student Life and Well-Being and/or Deputy Director/
Director to determine consequences.
Student and parents informed of consequences either in person, by phone, or in writing by
HOH/Head of Student Life and Well-Being/Deputy Director/Director. Incident and
consequences recorded and added to student file. Follow up supportive action may include
meetings with consulting counselor, HOH, and Head of Student Life and Well-Being.
Items listed as Level 4 offences (that may or may not result in Level 4 consequences) will be
handled as follows:

LEVEL 4
In-house Suspension and Contract
Serious breaches of discipline may result in a suspension or a contract. Although each
case is considered on its individual merits, the following offences would normally result in a
suspension.
1. Serious examples of bullying – either physical or verbal.
2. Use of tobacco/alcohol/other drugs on the school premises, at a school sponsored
event, or whilst wearing school uniform.
3. Any act bringing the school into disrepute.
4. Theft.
5. Serious breaches of the Acceptable Use Policy.
6. Truancy.
7. Bringing inappropriate items or materials on to the school campus.
8. Serious cases of violent or aggressive behaviour.
9. Vandalism.
10. Other serious offences.
Suspension will normally be in-house. The suspended student will be located in an
appropriate place and will be required to get on with work during the school day. Teachers
are not under any obligation to set work for suspended students. Heads of Houses will use
some of this time to discuss the issues with the student with a view to behaviour
modification. The parents of a suspended student will be required to discuss the relevant
issues too.
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The decision to suspend a student from school will be taken by the Head of Secondary (or
in his absence, the Director/Deputy Director/Head of Student Life and Well-Being). Relevant
staff will be notified of such a suspension. On occasion, students who have consistently
behaved inappropriately will be placed on a Contract. The Contract will clearly state the
requirements necessary for the student to remain at CIS. Both the student and his/her
parents are required to sign the Contract.
Suspension and/or Contract is the final signal to a student that their behaviour has been
unacceptable and that, should there be any repetition or more cause for concern, the
student may be asked to leave the school. Procedures in dealing with Level 4 offences will
be the same as those for Level 3 offences.

LEVEL 5
Withdrawal or Expulsion
For serious cases of misbehaviour or repeated contraventions of the school’s policies,
expectations or rules, a student may be expelled. At the discretion of the Director, Head of
Secondary and Headmaster, parents may be asked to withdraw a student from school.
Disciplinary Procedures
Any serious cases that may lead to a level 5 consequence being imposed will be handled as
follows:
1. The students involved will be asked to write a statement outlining their version of
events. This should be dated, signed and a copy filed.
2. The students involved will be interviewed by the Head of Secondary/Director, together
with the Head of Student Life and Well-Being and Head of House, if possible. The
interview will be conducted in a manner that cannot be construed as coercive. The
interview may also be recorded.
3. Parents will be informed by phone and then by email and mail of their child’s
involvement in the incident and provided with a copy of their child’s statement.
4. The parents may be asked to pick up their child and take them home. In this event, the
child will remain at home until the disciplinary team has made a decision on the
consequence to be imposed.
5. Parents will then be invited in to school to speak to the Disciplinary Team. This
meeting will provide parents with an opportunity to offer their perspective on the
incident.
6. After this, the Disciplinary Team will meet to reach a final decision on the consequence
to be imposed and will be communicated to all parties as soon as possible.
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1. If, as a result, a student is to be asked to leave the school parents may be offered the
option of withdrawing their child from school rather than having an “expulsion” on the
student record.
Follow up procedures:
If the student is allowed to remain in school, consideration will be given to:
a. The issuance of a final warning and Contract signed by both the parent and student.
b. Requiring the student to participate in an extended programme of counselling
involving, as appropriate, the Director of Student Life Well-Being, Head of House, the
school counsellor or an external expert such as an Educational Psychologist.
c. Director of Student Life and Well-Being may, if appropriate, give consideration as to
how the incident might be used as an educational experience to reflect upon in a
Student Life and Well-Being session.
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RATIONALE
Our school seeks and affirms each student’s worth and dignity. Bullying undermines these
values and can negatively inhibit a student’s development and his or her quest to reach for
excellence. It is the responsibility of everyone in the CIS community to prevent bullying in all
its forms.

DEFINITIONS OF BULLYING
Bullying, including cyber bullying, is the misuse of power, position and privilege. It is done to
hurt, intimidate, coerce, frighten and to control.

AIMS OF POLICY
•

To provide a safe, happy and secure learning environment for our pupils.

•

To counter views that bullying is an inevitable part of school life.

•

To create a supportive climate where students are encouraged to report incidents of
bullying and are comfortable about doing so.

•

To provide a support system for victims of bullying.

•

To provide suitable counselling for the bully.
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EDUCATION
•

All students upon entry to CIS will be educated about the CIS Bullying Policy.

•

Education will occur through the explicit and implicit Well-Being programme
throughout the year.

•

Parents will be informed of our Bullying Policy.

STUDENTS
PROCEDURES FOR BULLYING INCIDENTS ON CAMPUS:
•

Students are encouraged to report all incidents of bullying, including cyber bullying,
to a trusted teacher or member of the Student Life and Well-Being team, even if
they are not directly involved. Never be tempted to retaliate or reply.

•

Respect others. Be careful what you say online and in text messages and think
before you send. Whatever you send can be made public very quickly – imagine if
you would be happy if it were also sent to your parents and teachers.

•

If an incident is reported, students will be required to record the events in writing
and through an interview process.

•

Both parties will be required to discuss the incidents with a member of the Student
Life and Well-Being Team. This interview will normally not occur at the same time. A
report will be formulated by the Director of Student Life and Well-Being.

•

The parents of the students involved will be informed of the outcomes of the
investigation and a formal letter will be attached to the student’s file.

•

Bullies may be required to apologise to the victim. This may be in the form of a
written or verbal apology.

•

In more serious cases, where a severe sanction is to be imposed, a member of the
Student Life Team together with the Deputy Director/Director/Head of Secondary
will meet with the parents to outline the incident and repercussions.

PROCEDURE FOR
BULLYING INCIDENTS OFF CAMPUS ON SCHOOL SPONSORED TRIPS:
•

The teacher in charge, along with other senior teachers present, will investigate the
alleged incident.

•

Parents of a child found to be bullying another student, may be asked to collect
their child or arrange for the child to be sent home, then returned back to the
Hangzhou CIS campus, if this is feasible.
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Illicit Drugs, Alcohol and
Tobacco Policy
CIS aims to promote a drug-free and safe environment for all our students through a
considered application of the following policy. Issues concerning alcohol, tobacco and
substance abuse are tackled through discussion and occasional visiting speakers as part of
our Well-Being programme and an annual community forum on drug awareness. This
process is continued at Hangzhou CIS through the Student Life and Well-Being Programme
offered in Home Time, Family Time and Assemblies.
ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO
Students are not permitted to possess or consume either alcohol or tobacco at any time
while in residence or at any time while Hangzhou CIS is in loco parentis. Students found to
have alcohol in their possession, caught consuming alcohol or found to be under the
influence of alcohol on site, or at any time while Hangzhou CIS is in loco parentis, will be
subject to Level 4 or 5 consequences (please see the Behavioural Policy).
Students caught smoking at any time while Hangzhou CIS is in loco parentis, will be subject
to Level 4 consequences.
ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES
Possession:
If a student is found to have an illegal substance in his/her possession in school, on their
person or in the dormitory, immediate suspension will ensue and, pending an investigation,
parents will be asked to withdraw the student.
Distribution/Dealing:
If it is proved that a student is dealing, or distributing illegal substances to other students,
then he/she will be withdrawn from school immediately.
Subject to law and the circumstances, the Headmaster or Director of Hangzhou CIS may
need to inform the police. In all cases, we will endeavour to ensure confidentiality. The
seriousness and gravity of the situation in the context of the jurisdiction of the People’s
Republic of China will be considered.
Illegal substance abuse/under the influence of illegal substances:
If a student is suspected of illegal substance abuse, the Head of Student Life and WellBeing, Head of House and the Director will monitor the student very closely and if the
suspicion is justified, our approach will be supportive rather than punitive.
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Tobacco Policy
If a student is under suspicion of using illegal substances while enrolled at Hangzhou CIS,
or of being under the influence of illegal substances, the following procedure will be
followed.
The student will be interviewed by the Head of Student Life and Well-Being, Head of House
and Director regarding illegal substance use. The school reserves the right to respectfully
ask students to empty their bags, lockers, clothes, pockets and/or search any area of their
residential environment.
Parents are requested to consult with the school, either at Braemar Hill in person or at
Hangzhou by whatever means are most practical, and will be asked to sanction the
collection of a hair sample for testing. Every effort will be made to contact the parents but in
the event that they cannot be contacted, the authorisation form signed by the parents and
held at school, signifies consent. (Costs will be borne by parents whether the result is
positive or negative.)
If it is proved that an illegal substance has been used or the student is or has been under
the influence of an illegal substance, the student will be kept in isolation until the parents are
able come to Hangzhou CIS to meet with the Director, Head of Student Life and Well-Being
and the student’s Head of House to discuss the matter.
If the decision is made that the student will be able to continue in school, then the student
will need to undergo professional counseling/treatment (at parents’ expense) and sign a
contract that stipulates:

•
•
•
•
•
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The school will contact the recommended counsellor to ensure the student is
attending.
The school will liaise regularly with parents regarding the student’s progress.
Further illegal substance tests may be administered randomly and without warning at
the parents’ expense.
Any positive return will result in the student being asked to leave the school.
If the parents refuse to arrange professional counselling/treatment for their child, the
parents will be asked to withdraw their child.

Visitor Policy
Members of the public visiting the Hangzhou CIS, on official business or at the request of a
member of staff, must follow the procedure outlined below.

•
•

•

•

Report immediately on arrival to the Guard Station at the main entrance to the
Residential Building.
There they will be issued with a unique identity tag for the day which they must keep
with them at all times, otherwise they may be asked to leave the campus and escorted
if appropriate.
Visitors will normally be met by their host on arrival or following telephone contact and
then escorted to their destination. Alternatively visitors may be guided to their
destination, providing contact has been made with the host who is expecting to
receive them.
Visitors must return their identity tag and sign out at the Guard Station before leaving.

VISITOR ACCESS TO HOUSE UNITS
It is not possible for any visitor to enter a House Unit without appropriate permission, and
supervision.
An Electronic Door Access card should never be used by anyone other than the person to
whom it was issued; cards must never be lent out.
CONTRACTORS
Contractors should have made a prior arrangement to visit the school and expect to be
greeted by a member of staff before initial access is given. They must be displaying their
identification.
MEMBERS OF THE SCHOOL COMMUNITY
Students and staff are encouraged to be hospitable to our friends and neighbours in the
Greentown school community. However, visitors should be accompanied at all times and
should never be given independent access to the building.
PARENTS AND GUARDIANS
Parents are welcome to visit at any time before 9pm; however, the Head of House must be
informed in advance as per the Leave/Visiting Policy outlined in the Parent Handbook.
‘Surprise’ visits are unwelcome: parents cannot assume that they are known to all the
children and the presence of an unfamiliar adult in the building is a cause for alarm. Parents
should ensure to always be in the company of their son or daughter when in the residential
units and naturally only the parent the same gender as their child can visit their dorm.
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STUDENTS’ EXTENDED FAMILY, NOMINEES AND GUESTS
Visitors are welcome, but permission for visits should always be cleared with the Head of
House as per the Leave/Visiting policy outlined in the Parent Handbook.
OPEN DAYS AND SCHOOL FUNCTIONS
The school is open to all visitors on these days. Members of staff and students will be
particularly vigilant and may seek clarification of the status of a visitor. Visitors are welcome
in the school on these occasions, but there may be restricted access to the dormitory areas
as announced by the Director.
INSTRUCTIONS THAT WILL BE ISSUED TO STUDENTS
Do not allow access to anyone not of the CIS community. Direct all enquiries to the Head of
Student Life and Well-Being, Deputy Director/Director. This also applies to parents. Report
immediately to a member of staff if you suspect a problem or notice a stranger
unaccompanied by a member of our staff.
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MY RESIDENCE
Welcome to life on campus!
Students are expected to adopt the Hangzhou CIS residence as their home. Students
are to treat the space as their own and are to be mindful of the way they take care of
their environment.
All students will play their part in maintaining a healthy and enjoyable environment by
completing Residential Duty with their dorm group throughout the year. The
Residential Duty Roster is detailed in this Student Handbook and it will be explained
and demonstrated carefully to students throughout their orientation.
Enjoy this very special year living with your peers and be sure to make the most of
every moment!
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DORMITORY EXPECTATIONS
THE

!

The dormitory will be your home and it is important that you are mindful of how you
keep your space. A Likes system will be used by Coach Mentors each morning and
throughout the day to check the environment and students will be rewarded for all
Likes.
Here is a guide for your
dorm group to ensure
you really like your time
living with each other.
A Like is awarded for
each AREA Liked by
your Coach Mentor.
Every 3 areas that are
not Liked will result in a
fifteen minute loss in
technology time for the
entire dorm for the
following day. You must
achieve 90% Likes
over a two week period
to receive weekly
snack for the following
week.
Remember: these
standards will be
checked in your “CM
Check” EACH morning
and throughout the day,
and all Likes will be automatically tallied. The Likes Checklist is detailed overleaf for
your reference.
A perfect week in all areas results in an automatic doubling of your Likes for that
week!
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AREA
Beds &
Desks

Likes
Bedspread made or folded neatly. No items should be hung off of the
bed or bed partitions. Desks and shelving must be tidy, clean and
organised. Rubbish bins should be emptied each morning into the
large hallway trash and recycling bins (Ai Yi will then empty large bins).
Nothing should be on the floors other than furniture, or your school bag
which can be kept under your desk when not in class. All accomplished
results in a Like!

Personal
Spaces

Counters, sinks, and the storage area under the sinks must be clean
and tidy. Each individual’s belongings must be in their assigned area.
Floors (including the Shower Room) must be clear of all belongings.

Bathroom
& Shower
Room
Clothes
All clothes must be properly stored in the wardrobe, worn clothes on
hooks. All accomplished results in a Like!

Knock
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If a Coach Mentor does not have to knock on a door to quieten down a
room this will result in a Like (morning after).

DORMITORY EXPECTATIONS
AREA

Likes

Keeping
it Green!

AC should be off when students are not in the room. AC should only be set
at 26 degrees. All room and bathroom lights, fans, TV and any other
electronic items should be switched off. Air-purifier may remain on.
All accomplished, results in a Like!

Common
Areas

Room should be left in the default configuration. Balcony should be clean
and clear, with either doors (or screens) closed.

Counters, sink, drying rack and drawers must be clean and tidy. The fridge
must be clean and organised. Shoes must be in the shoe cubbies by the
main door. One pair for daily wear may be stored on the shoe rack. All
accomplished results in a Like!

Dorm doors (e.g., 201A) & main door (201) are closed during classes.
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DAILY EXPECTATIONS
All areas of the Daily Expectations are to be followed by all students and
consequences for not meeting the expectations will be according to the Behavioural
Policy and could result in Take-Away privilege being removed.
AREA
Uniform
Expectations
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Meal Time
“Scanning-In”

All students register and eat at every meal.

Tech Time

All students hand in at 9pm (10pm Sat) and retrieve at 6:30am
(earliest) 7:30am (Sun).

THE CAFETERIA
MEAL EXPECTATIONS AND TIMES
The cafeteria is a place for mindful
conversation and enjoying food
together. Throughout the year the
cafeteria will be the venue for some
special occasions to look forward
to.
For attendance purposes, each
student will use his/her room card
to scan in and out of meals.
For all meals on Sunday and for
Saturday and Wednesday dinner students are not required to wear their uniform. On
all other occasions students are to be dressed in their Hangzhou CIS Uniform.
Students are permitted to wear kit clothing if a class requiring kit is either side of the
meal. When dressed casually, students are to adhere to the appropriate dress code
outlined in the Hangzhou CIS Uniform Expectations.
Students are free to sit where they choose. However, they will mix who they sit with
on particular Stir days as led by the CMs.
Meal

Time

Breakfast

7:00 - 7:30 (no arrival later than 7:15)

Brunch (Sunday)

10:30 - 11:30 (no arrival later than 11:15)

Lunch

12:45 - 13:30 (no arrival later than 13:15)

Dinner

18:00 - 19:00 (no arrival later than 18:45)

LAUNDRY EXPECTATIONS & TIMES
Students will be shown how to manage their personal laundry during the orientation
week, using the facilities in the basement of the residential building. The students will
also be provided with a laundry roster that will allow for a comfortable and fair usage
of the facilities.
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SNACK AND TAKE-AWAY PRIVILEGES
No meals will be replaced by treat or take-away privilege unless approved by Director of
Student Life and Well-being.

SNACK PRIVILEGE
Once per week students may have the privilege of Snack Night which again will be
arranged by their House Team according to our ordering procedures on Sunday
evening through the CMs.
House Teams will exercise the right to remove any other items or snacks that they deem
unhealthy and not in the best interests of the students. This is linked to the Like System.

TAKEAWAY & FOOD ORDERING PRIVILEGES
Students wishing to order takeaway food may do so under the following conditions. On
deciding they wish to order takeaway the students should inform their CM on Friday
evening and select from the designated options. The students who have ordered then
need to meet with the CM on Take-Away Duty at 7pm on Satuday in the foyer of the
Residential Building to make the payment and order. If the student/s is/are not there by
7:15pm the Take-Away will not be ordered.
Takeaway food may be ordered for consumption between 20:00 and 22:00 on a
Saturday evening. Students should also be informed that this is a managed privilege
and any one who abuses the privilege or is being monitored for other concerns may
have that privilege removed (see daily expectations). This privilege is also contingent
upon the students attending both dinner and any other whole-school event and is not a
reason to avoid commitments. Students also need to consistently maintain dorm
standards to be considered.
The ordering of the takeaway and collection from the delivery point should be
supervised by the Coach Mentor on Take-Away Duty.

•

At no point are you permitted to purchase food items online as the safety of these
items cannot be guaranteed. The CM on Take-Away Duty will arrange all ordering.
• It is important to be aware that your parents/guardians have been informed, as
follows:
To support the health and well-being of everyone, we ask you to refrain from sending
packages of food, treats, deliveries and snacks to campus as we cannot guarantee
their quality after postage/couriering.
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RESIDENTIAL DUTY EXPECTATIONS
Residential Duty is led by the respective Coach Mentor, and all students are expected
to wear ‘The Aprons’ to complete the duty. Most of the Residential Duty will be
completed at 8:45pm each evening except areas outside of the Residential Building
which should be checked before 8:00pm and, in the case of the Cafeteria, on
departure from meals. There will be an official duty handover in the foyer at 8:40pm
on Sunday, when the outgoing dorm group and Coach Mentor meet with the new
dorm group and Coach Mentor to review the weekly feedback and action accordingly.
Please remove any personal belongings left in any area and place them in the Lost
Property Bin at mail area.
Report any broken or damaged equipment to your Head of House (Residential
Building) or appropriate staff member for other areas.
A clean space is a healthy and happy space for all to enjoy. The following are some
simple standards to be up-kept for each of the areas.

TEAHOUSE CAFE
•
•
•
•
•

Keep all surfaces clean using the materials provided.
Check water is full.
All dishes, utensils, trays, bowls and pots must be washed properly with liquid
detergent.
All dishes, utensils, trays, bowls and pots must be dried with a clean tea towel.
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•
•
•

•
•
•
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All dishes, utensils, trays, bowls and pots must be put away in to the correct
cupboards.
All clothes are soaked overnight and wrung out the next morning prior to
breakfast.
All other tea-towels, aprons, etc. are washed and dried at the end of their last
duty in the assigned machine (washed on Saturday night, dried Sunday before
brunch).
Make sure the oven is switched off at the wall.
Wipe the tops and insides of the oven and microwave, with a clean cloth.
Keep furnishings and soft-furnishings as pictured at right.

RESIDENTIAL DUTY EXPECTATIONS
MUSIC THEATRE
These should be done daily and prior to 8pm:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Make sure all AC and lights are off.
Make sure all doors are closed, particularly the entrance and exit doors.
Make sure all musical instruments are placed on stands (not lying on the floor).
Make sure all music leads are put away.
Make sure all trash is put into the bins.
Make sure all music stands are tidied away.

LIBRARY
•
•
•
•

Make sure all books are either shelved or returned to the check-out counter.
Make sure all lights and AC are turned off.
Make sure all rubbish and recycling is put into a correct bin.
Ensure the Library is left in the default furniture arrangement (as below).
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RESIDENTIAL DUTY EXPECTATIONS
CAFETERIA
These should be done on departure from each meal time.

•
•
•
•
•

Make sure all students have cleared the dishes, utensils to be washed.
Make sure that the dining room is left clean for the next shift of students/staff.
Make sure all tables are completely clear.
Make sure that the stairwell is clean and there is no rubbish left by other students.
Make sure you thank the staff and give them a smile!

GYM
•
•
•
•

Make sure all equipment is safely put away in its appropriate place.
Make sure all AC and lights are turned off.
Make sure all workout areas are clean and tidy.
Check water is full.

LAUNDRY
•
•
•
•

Make sure all equipment- e.g., soap and detergent- is safely put away in its
appropriate container.
Make sure all AC and lights are turned off.
Make sure all sinks, countertops and floors are clean and tidy.
All laundry left unclaimed (out of a machine) should be placed using the tongs in
the yellow Laundry Bin (not the Lost Property Bin).

GAMES ROOM
•
•
•

Make sure all trash is placed in the bins provided.
Make sure all AC, lights and technology are turned off.
Make sure all games equipment is returned to its rightful place.

ACADEMIC BUILDING
•
•
•
•
•
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Make sure the furniture in the first floor lobby is neat and tidy.
Make sure the Notice Doors are refreshed each evening.
Make sure all rubbish and re-cycling is put into a correct bin.
Make sure all photocopiers/printers have ample paper and are in working order.
Make sure all hallways and areas are clear and clean.

RESIDENTIAL DUTY EXPECTATIONS ROSTER

Date

Dorm
Group

Act 1

Date

Dorm
Group

Act 4

27 Aug - 2 Sep

N201

3 Sep - 9 Sep

S201

10 Sep - 16 Sep

N202

19 Sep - 23 Sep

S202

24 Sep - 30 Sep

N301

1 Oct - 7 Oct

S301

15 Apr - 21 Apr

N402

8 Oct - 14 Oct

N302

22 Apr - 28 Apr

S402

29 Apr - 5 May

N201

Act 2

4 Mar - 10 Mar

S302

11 Mar - 17 Mar

N401

18 Mar - 24 Mar

S401

Act 5

29 Oct - 4 Nov

S302

6 May - 12 May

S201

5 Nov - 11 Nov

N401

13 May - 19 May

N202

12 Nov - 18 Nov

S401

20 May - 26 May

S202

19 Nov - 25 Nov

N402

27 May - 2 June

N301

26 Nov - 2 Dec

S402

3 June - 9 June

S301

3 Dec - 9 Dec

N201

N401

S201

10 June - 12 June

10 Dec - 16 Dec
Act 3
7 Jan - 13 Jan

S201

14 Jan - 20 Jan

N202

21 Jan - 27 Jan

S202

28 Jan - 3 Feb

N301

4 Feb - 10 Feb

N302

NB: Assemblies and Residential Duty are
grouped where possible for ease of
scheduling. Shaded section will take place
during Beyond and when on campus the
students from these dorms will carry out
duty.
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Out and About in Hangzhou
* not endorsed by the school
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Hangzhou Map
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Hotels, Public Transport and Places of Interest
Our parent representatives from previous years have suggested the following hotels as the
closest to school, however there are many hotels in the city of Hangzhou for you to choose
from: Sheraton Wetland, Tea Boutique Hotel, Hangzhou Xi Xi Hotel and Highxuan Spa
Hotel.
Hangzhou CIS is fortunately located opposite a major bus terminus making it very well
placed for access to the city and all sights of interest. There is a list of destinations and
sights below accompanied by bus numbers and metro stations for your interest.
Please be sure to check your route and bus number as the public transport system is
constantly being upgraded with extra bus stops and new metro lines.
Destination description
West Lake
Square

, Hefang Street

, Wushan

Bus No.

53
(54 back to school)
43
215 (night bus 7pm - 22:45) from
Jiangcun)

Wulin Square

24

Zhejiang Museum
,
Zhejiang Natural Museum
, Zhejiang Science and Technology Museum

Yue Temple

Red line

to

24 to

Local parks

Huanglong Dong

194
Walk to

to take 130

Walk to

to take 118

Buynow IT Mall

24 to

Zoo

194

Westbrook

Walk to

to take 149

Walk to

to take 310

Xixi Wetlands South Gate

Hangzhou Library
Hangzhou Railway Station

90
Hubin Intime

Boat

25 last stop

Chengxi Intime

Hangzhou East Railway Station

Metro Station

/
24 or 43 to

transfer B2
to

walk to
to

to take 290

No. 25
2 stops after last stop

24 to
then Metro Line 1 from
to

Metro Map
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Emergency:
Health, Safety And Medical Procedures
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Emergency

In case of an emergency, it is important to remain calm.
Familiarise yourself in advance with the emergency numbers below
which may be different to those in your home country.
If it is a medical emergency, immediately contact the Nurse on campus
and the nearest member of staff.
In some emergencies such as a fire, an alarm will sound indicating that
you are required to follow the evacuation procedures outlined on the
following pages. You will complete a number of drills to familiarise
yourself with the procedures on arrival and during the year

School Nurse

13148390260

Police

110

Ambulance

120

Fire

119
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Emergency Evacuation Meeting Place
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RESIDENTIAL BUILDING EVACUATION PROCEDURES
When the alarm sounds, everyone must stop all activities and follow the procedures below
promptly and in silence. Even if the alarm bell stops, the evacuation procedures should
always continue in their entirety.

PROCEDURE STEPS
1. Close windows, turn off lights and switch off the AC if time allows. Close the door
but leave it UNLOCKED.
2. All staff and students should leave rooms immediately when the alarm sounds, do
not take bags or any other belongings.
3. Designated Heads of House and Coach Mentors, as Floor Wardens, should report
to their station (Staff see role of Floor Wardens in Health and Safety
Handbook).
4. All staff and students in the dormitories should go to the stair exit indicated in the
evacuation map. This map also shows the recommended exits from the dormitory
to the assembly point, which is in the courtyard between the Academic Building
and Dormitory.
5. During self-study time and mealtime, the Heads of House and Coach Mentors on
duty will direct students to proceed to the courtyard in the most expedient way.
Heads of House and Coach Mentors not on duty must help direct students.
6. If a Head of House and/or Coach Mentor is not supervising a class when the
alarm sounds, he/she should proceed directly to the courtyard to assist with
supervision.
7. Students should line up by House on the courtyard in the assigned areas.
8. Each Head of House will take attendance.
9. Teachers and staff who are not a Head of House are to report to Residential
Emergency Officer for further instructions
10. All parents and visitors are to be directed to evacuate along with staff and
students. They should assemble on the courtyard.
11. Residential Emergency Officer will call the Fire Wardens of the Music Theatre
and Cafeteria to inform them of the evacuation.
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RESIDENTIAL DUTY EXPECTATIONS ROSTER
When the alarm sounds, everyone must stop all other activities and follow the
procedures below promptly and in silence. If the alarm bell stops the evacuation
procedures should always continue in their entirety.

PROCEDURE STEPS
1.

Close windows, turn off lights and switch off the AC if time allows. Close the
door but leave it UNLOCKED.

2.

All staff and students should leave rooms immediately when the alarm sounds,
do not take bags or any other belongings

3.

Designated Heads of House and Coach Mentors, as Floor Wardens, should
report to their station (Staff see role of Floor Wardens in Health and Safety
Handbook).

4.

All staff and students in the classrooms should go to the stair exit indicated in
the evacuation map. This map also shows the recommended exits from the
academic block to the assembly point, which is in the courtyard between the
Academic Building and Dormitory.

5.

During recess and lunch, the Heads of House and Coach Mentors on duty will
direct students to proceed to the courtyard in the most expedient way. Heads of
House and Coach Mentors not on duty must help direct students.

6.

If a Head of House and/or Coach Mentor is not supervising a class when the
alarm sounds, he/she should proceed directly to the courtyard to assist with
supervision.

7.

Students should line up by House on the courtyard in the assigned areas.

8.

Each Head of House will take attendance.

9.

Teachers and staff who are not a Head of House are to report to the Head of
Office for further instructions.

10. All parents and visitors are to be directed to evacuate along with staff &
students. They should assemble on the courtyard.
11. The Head of Office will call the Fire Wardens of the Music Theatre and
Cafeteria to inform the evacuation.
12. The Head of Office will call the PE teacher in case there are PE lessons
elsewhere on campus.
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MEDICAL
GENERAL
Healthcare is provided by International SOS. There is a clinic on-site staffed around-theclock by a bilingual, internationally accredited nurse. All staff are also first aid trained, and
whenever possible the Nurse will accompany students and teachers on trips.
It is important that you follow the guidelines regarding the Nurse. You are permitted to visit
the Nurse at the following times for the following reasons:
For urgent concerns at the start of the day:

0650 - 0730

For non-urgent concerns from the morning:

1000 - 1030

For general queries and follow up:

1400 - 1700

If it is an emergency, you may visit the Nurse at any time. If you are visiting the Nurse
during class time, you will be given a Nurse Slip, which must be given to your teacher on
your return to lesson, noting the time you left the clinic for the teacher to sign. Please
speak to your teacher before leaving class.
Prior to arrival and at the time of confirmed Hangzhou CIS enrollment, all parents/
guardians are required to complete the CIS HZ Medical Form & International SOS
Authorization for Administering Medication Form as made available in the Parent
Handbook.

MEDICAL TREATMENT ON CAMPUS
Students with minor complaints such as cold or flu symptoms may go and see the nurse
first, who will be able to administer common non-prescription drugs. The nurse will also
supervise the taking of medication so as to ensure that the students take the right dosage
at the right time.
In the case of more serious illnesses, the nurse will call upon the help of ISOS for doctor’s
advice. Emergency and other hospital care is referred to either Greentown Hospital or Sir
Run Run Shaw Hospital where we enjoy a ‘Green Channel’ status. In such cases, the
parents/guardians will be informed at the earliest practicable opportunity. If a student and/

or their parents/guardians decline the treatment prescribed by ISOS they will
necessarily be asked to return to Hong Kong or place of origin and naturally return to
Hangzhou to resume school once fully recovered. In the meantime they will need to
remain in contact with their teachers in Hangzhou for updates on missed lessons.
Students who bring private medication to campus, including Chinese Medicine or
any other alternative medicines or homeopathic remedies or health supplements,
must log it with the nurse on arrival as instructed by their Head of House and/Director
of Student Life and Well-Being. This information is essential for the nurse or doctor in
administering further medication.
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Best wishes!
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On behalf of the whole Hangzhou CIS Community we assure
you that we will do our very best to support you in all
aspects of school life and look forward to our year together!
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